Percentage of Runners
Injured Every Year
{Completely Portable
System!}

Only 1 System Offers
A Complete Package
At 1/5th the Price
of Other 3D Systems

{That is a Large Market
With a High Life Time
Value of a Pa:ent}

80%

10
sec

1

{Everything Included,
even a cer:ﬁca:on
course}
With Just 3 Gait Evals
Per Month, You Make a
Profit

{

Running happens in 3D. Our eyes and
our 2D cameras are not enough to
pick up on the things that research
has shown to contribute to injury and
decreased performance. To be the
best, you need to have the best tools.

{Manual labeling and
report genera:on can take
over 4 hours with other
systems}

3

$300+
Charge Patients a
Premium Price for the Gold
Standard in Gait Analysis

Are you
ready to take
your prac:ce
to the next
level?

Doug Adams is a Physical Therapist who has spent years
doing gait analysis with recrea:onal to Olympic
athletes. Doug was lucky enough to have access to
expensive 3D systems for his research, and he created
the Trace 3D Mo:on Analysis System to provide a
solu:on for ALL Running Professionals to get the
informa:on needed to lower injury rates and improve
performance in runners at price they can aﬀord

Doug Adams PT, DPT, SCS, OCS, CSCS

Time it Takes For Trace
3D To Create a
Full Gait Report

}

Un:l recently, it has been far too expensive to
provide 3D data that runners need. With the
Trace 3D Mo:on Analysis System you are able
to provide a level of service that was
previously only available at high level
Universi:es and Hospitals.

Learn How to Become the
“Go To”
for Working with Runners
Doug.Adams@LearnWithACE.com or
(302)521-8323

Technical Specifications
Camera System
Data acquisi:on rate

100 FPS (frames per
second)

Marker tracking precision & accuracy

1 mm

Interface

1 x USB 2.0

Individual camera FOV

58o

LED ligh:ng ring (one per camera)

850 nm IR

So,ware
Real-:me 3D reconstruc:on

Yes

Automated tracking / labeling

Yes

Automated detec:on of gait events

Yes

Database with personal details,
import/export capabili:es, etc.

Yes, included

Video synchronized with 3D scene

50 FPS HD webcam
100 FPS, USB 3.0, color
camera

Repor:ng tool

Yes, results edigable DOCX

Time graphs

Yes, all curves displayed

Biomechanical parameters on interface

Yes, data module shows

Includes:

Prac0cal Aspects
Subject Prepara:on Time

5 min

System Setup Time

10 min

Required Area

1.5x1 m behind treadmill

•
•
•

Cameras
Laptop
Carrying Case

www.Trace3DRunning.com

•
•
•

Tripod
Marker Set
Velcro Straps

Features

Trace 3D Unit

Trace 3D Software

ü

3D Cameras

ü

Laptop

ü

2D Camera

ü

Tripod

ü

Carrying Case

ü

3D Accessories

ü

Warranty

1 year

Tech Support

2 years

Purchasing and leasing options available to fit any budget!

www.Trace3DRunning.com

Trace 3D Validity
3D Motion Analysis is essential for
accurate running gait analysis because
our bodies works in three planes of
motion. Running occurs in milliseconds,
which is faster than our eyes or even
most cameras can detect.
Trace 3D offers a clinical solution to give
you the ability to accurately and reliably
measure running biomechanics.
The affordability and portability of Trace 3D
is a result of fewer cameras being used. We
tested our camera system against a larger
camera system to see how it matched up!

“Get portability and
affordability without
sacrificing accuracy
and reliability”
The graphs on this document represent
Trace 3D and a Six camera systems being
used simultaneously to see the agreement
of the measurements for each system.
The results showed excellent agreement
between the two systems! If you care
about providing the highest quality
without the highest price tag, Trace3D is
the solution for you!

www.Trace3DRunning.com
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ACE Running
Gait Analysis: Adams, Doug
Date: 16/5/2017

Primary goal: Xterra Regional Champion

ACE Running
Doug.Adams@LearnWithACE.com

This report was designed to give you all the information you need to achieve your
running goals! We will review each section and discuss the findings. Not all of the
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information will be relevant for your goals, but it is all useful information for any
runner.

HOW TO
USE THIS
REPORT

INITIAL
CONTACT

The report starts with your running history and then moves into objective information:
flexibility, strength, and movement patterns. Next, it discusses a phase-by-phase
breakdown of your running characteristics. Each phase has characteristics that we look
at for potential contributions to injury and performance. (See below – Right Leg).

MID STANCE

TERMINAL
STANCE

INITIAL SWING

MID SWING

TERMINAL
SWING

As part of the analysis, you will receive exercises and activities to complete which will address the findings in
this report. Incorporating these exercises and activities will provide you an individualized plan to help you
achieve all of your running goals! You can access all of your exercises on www.RunningACE.com.
Thank you and enjoy,

ACE Running
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SUBJECTIVE
REPORT

Notes

Doug has undergone a running analysis. He currently runs 15 miles per week in
Nike Streak. Current injuries include Right Foot/Ankle Pain.
His goal is to be Xterra Regional Champion.

Past history of left knee pain and shin splints in high school
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OBJECTIVE
MEASURES

The ACE Movement Screen is a full body screen that looks at potential contributing
factors to pain and movement inefficiency that may otherwise be overlooked. It was
designed for you to easily assess your progress, and we advise that you check your
functional movement weekly by checking your movement screen.
Next, the strength and stability assessment is looking at some of the most common
areas that runners have weakness or poor control that may contribute to injury or
decreased performance. You will be given specific exercise programs if you are
unable to do any of the tasks in this assessment, and can self check your progress by
your ability to complete these tasks.
Finally, the foot plays a large role in running performance and injury. This foot
assessment looks at a combination of mobility and motor control elements needed in
the foot for runners. Please see the Interpretation section in this report for details on
how to address these findings.

ACE Running Movement Screen
SUCCESS

Toe Touch

Back Bend

Rotation

Balance

Squat

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Hip Extension

Hip Rotation

SUB CATEGORY

ACE Running Strength/Stability
SUCCESS

UHBE

SL STS

SL Calf Raise

Hip ABD

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

ACE Running Strength/Stability
SUCCESS

Toe Yoga

Hallux Ext

Hallux ABD

Ankle PROM

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Notes:
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DYNAMIC MEASURES
u RUNNING GAIT CHARACTERISTICS
[ Speed: 6.5 mph ]
Cadence: 182.70 spm
Cadence is the number of steps per minute you take. This has been linked to several running
injuries including Anterior Knee pain and IT Band Syndrome. Cadence is measured in Steps Per
Minute (spm)

Great job, your cadence is in the green category! There is no ideal cadence, but slower
cadences have been linked to certain injuries. Keep it up!

Vertical oscillation: 6.84 cm
Vertical Oscillation is the amount of motion spent going up and down. This is calculated by the
difference between your maximum and minimum height. A certain amount of vertical oscillation is
necessary, but too high or low of values will place increased stress on the body.

Great job, your vertical oscillation is in the green category! Focusing your energy on running
forward rather than up and down helps with injuries and performance. Keep it up!

Left Ground Contact Time:
253.81 msec

Right Ground Contact Time:
266.67 msec

Ground Contact time is the time spent with your foot on the ground in milliseconds.

Your ground contact time falls into the yellow category. More time with the foot on the
ground while running can result in increased absorption of forces and decreased
performance.
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Step and Stride Length Asymmetry Score: 4.97 % R increased
Step length is the distance between the initial contact of one foot and the initial contact of the
opposite foot. Stride length is the distance covered between initial contacts of the same foot. It is
possible to have a longer stride length than double the step length because of flight time in running.
Differences in step or stride length between sides may place you at risk of injury.

Notes if any:
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1/4 INITIAL CONTACT PHASE

INITIAL
CONTACT

MID STANCE

TERMINAL
STANCE

INITIAL SWING

MID SWING

TERMINAL
SWING

Initial Contact (IC) is the point at which your
foot makes contact with the ground. Several factors
during IC play a large roll in performance,
efficiency, and injury. When we run, we interact
with 3 planes of motion.
Events occurring in each of these three planes will
have an affect on your performance as a runner.

Below you will find frontal plane and sagittal plane view of your running.

SAGITTAL PLANE
VIDEO
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One of the most commonly looked at variables in
running occurs during this IC phase is strike pattern.
Strike pattern describes which part of your foot makes
contact with the ground first. You have a HEEL foot
strike pattern.
Not all heel striking is bad. The majority of people are heel strikers. This places more stress on the front of the
leg, including the knee, and my increase forces throughout the body along with other gait characteristics.
If your strike pattern does not match what you think, don’t worry! In a study of recreational and collegiate
runners, almost half of them were unable to self identify their strike pattern.

Left Tibial Inclination: extended
Left Foot Inclination: 32.44º
(DF)

Right Tibial Inclination: extended
Right Foot Inclination: 23.49º (DF)

Foot Inclination

The angle of your foot (Foot inclination) and the angle of your shin bone (Tibial inclination) play
a role in the forces that go through your legs. If your knee is almost fully straight when you land, it
is not able to absorb forces as well. It is preferable to have a vertical or flexed position over an
extended position.

Left Strike from COM: 65 cm
(fwd)

Right Strike from COM: 62 cm
(fwd)

The distance from your Center of Mass (COM) to where your foot hits the ground is a
measure that is related to the forces going through your lower body. Ideally, the foot should land
just ahead of the COM.

Left Crossover: 12.34º (abd)

Right Crossover: 5.18º (abd)

Crossover:

Crossover describes the position of the foot at IC in relationship to the midline of your body. As we
run faster, we naturally have a narrower stance. When the foot crosses over the midline excessively
it can place stress on different structures in the body, most often the IT Band and knee. Your foot
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position is normal as pictured on the left.

Summary measures for IC
LEFT

RIGHT

ABSOLUTE
MAX

AVERAGE
VALUE

ABSOLUTE
MIN

ABSOLUTE
MAX

AVERAGE
VALUE

ABSOLUTE
MIN

15º (flex)

14º (flex)

12º (flex)

Knee Flex/Ext

22º (flex)

20º (flex)

19º (flex)

3º (add)

4º (add)

6º (add)

Knee Abd/Add

11º (add)

13º (add)

14º (add)

17º (DF)

19º (DF)

21º (DF)

Ankle DF/PF

15º (DF)

17º (DF)

20º (DF)

4º (sup)

5º (sup)

5º (sup)

Ankle Sup/Pron

9º (pron)

7º (pron)

6º (pron)

39º (flex)

37º (flex)

36º (flex)

Hip Flex/Ext

38º (flex)

36º (flex)

32º (flex)

4º (add)

5º (add)

6º (add)

Hip Abd/Add

1º (add)

3º (add)

4º (add)

3º (int)

3º (int)

4º (int)

Hip IR/ER

1º (int)

1º (int)

2º (int)

9º (abd)

8º (abd)

7º (abd)

Pelvic Tilt

10º (abd)

8º (abd)

7º (abd)
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2/4 MID-STANCE PHASE

INITIAL
CONTACT

MID STANCE

TERMINAL
STANCE

INITIAL SWING

MID SWING

TERMINAL
SWING

Mid Stance (MS) is the second portion of gait that we look at, and is the point at which the foot is directly
underneath of your hip. Most of the forces from striking the ground are absorbed between IC and MS. The goal
during Mid stance is to avoid collapsing towards the ground excessively. Several factors during MS play a large
roll in performance, efficiency, and injury.
Below you will find frontal plane and sagittal plane views of your running at Mid Stance.

SAGITTAL PLANE

FRONTAL PLANE

VIDEO

Left Ankle Dorsiflexion: 21.53º
(DF)

Right Ankle Dorsiflexion: 17.91º
(DF)

Ankle Dorsiflexion measured at mid stance is a gauge of how much your body is sinking in to the
ground. Too little is a sign of a stiff lower body while running that will not abosorb shock well. Too
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much will often change where the streses are absorbed. Normal value = 20º.

Left Foot Pronation: 2.71º (sup)

Right Foot Pronation: 1.62º
(pron)

Ankle pronation is a normal part of running. When we pronate, it allows our foot to come in
contact with the ground and absorb forces. Excessive motion or rapid motion places increased
stress on the body, and is commonly seen in running injuries.

Left Peak Knee Flexion: 27.97º
(flex)

Right Peak Knee Flexion: 23.89º
(flex)

Peak Knee Flexion is another measure at mid stance that is a gauge of how much your body is
sinking in to the ground. Just like dorsiflexion, too little is a sign of a stiff lower body while running
that will not absorb shock well. Too much will often change where the streses are absorbed.

Left Peak Hip ADD: 7.56º (add)
Left Peak Hip IR: 5.15º (int)

Right Peak Hip ADD: 2.95º (add)
Right Peak Hip IR: 2.89º (int)

Rotation at the hip is another measure used to see how the body is doing with absorbing forces at
mid stance. Hip Adduction and Internal Rotation are linked to several injuries including knee
pain, shin splints, and IT Band pain. Normal value ADD = 15º. Normal value IR = 0-5º

Left Contralateral Pelvic Drop: 6.02º Right Contralateral Pelvic Drop:
(abd)
3.82º (abd)
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Contralateral Pelvic Drop is often see in association with excessive hip, knee and ankle collapse.
It is often debated whether this excessive collapse is generated from the bottom down (i.e. the hip
drop causes changes in the joints below) or from the bottom up (i.e a lower joint weakness causes
changes in the joints above).

Left Forward Lean Angle:
extended

Right Forward Lean Angle:
extended

Forward Lean Angle measures how far forward or backwards you lean during running. This
position can have an affect on which muscles are doing more work and the amount of work that
they have to do. A backwards trunk lean is often see in people with poor gluteal strength. Your lean
angle is 38º, which falls into an excessive lean.

Summary measures for MS
LEFT

RIGHT

ABSOLUTE
MAX

AVERAGE
VALUE

ABSOLUTE
MIN

ABSOLUTE
MAX

AVERAGE
VALUE

ABSOLUTE
MIN

29º (flex)

28º (flex)

27º (flex)

Knee Flex/Ext

25º (flex)

24º (flex)

23º (flex)

11º (add)

13º (add)

14º (add)

Knee Abd/Add

8º (add)

8º (add)

9º (add)

20º (DF)

22º (DF)

23º (DF)

Ankle DF/PF

17º (DF)

18º (DF)

19º (DF)

2º (sup)

3º (sup)

3º (sup)

Ankle Sup/Pron

2º (pron)

2º (pron)

1º (pron)

4º (flex)

3º (flex)

2º (flex)

Hip Flex/Ext

5º (flex)

3º (flex)

2º (flex)

7º (add)

8º (add)

8º (add)

Hip Abd/Add

2º (add)

3º (add)

4º (add)

5º (int)

5º (int)

6º (int)

Hip IR/ER

3º (int)

3º (int)

3º (int)

4º (abd)

4º (abd)

3º (abd)

Pelvic Tilt

3º (abd)

3º (abd)

2º (abd)
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3/4 TERMINAL STANCE PHASE

INITIAL
CONTACT

MID STANCE

TERMINAL
STANCE

INITIAL SWING

MID SWING

TERMINAL
SWING

Terminal Stance (TS) is the third portion of gait that we look at, and is the final point at which the foot is
still in contact with the ground. The goal for this phase has switched from force absorption during MS to force
creation. Several factors during MS play a large roll in performance, efficiency, and injury.
Below you will find frontal plane and sagittal plane views of your running at Terminal Stance.

SAGITTAL PLANE

FRONTAL PLANE

VIDEO

Left Hip Extension: 8.15º (ext)

Right Hip Extension: 3.11º (ext)

Runners with tight hip flexors will often have limitations in Hip Extension measured at terminal
stance. Too little hip extension can place excessive strain on structures including the lower back.
Normal ranges HE = 10-20º.
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Left Ankle Supination: 8.55º
(sup)

Right Ankle Supination: 12.93º
(pron)

Ankle Supination is required at terminal stance to provide a rigid foot to push off of to propel
forward. The degree of supination and the rate of supination can be related to certain injuries.

Summary measures for TS
LEFT

RIGHT

ABSOLUTE
MAX

AVERAGE
VALUE

ABSOLUTE
MIN

ABSOLUTE
MAX

AVERAGE
VALUE

ABSOLUTE
MIN

17º (flex)

16º (flex)

14º (flex)

Knee Flex/Ext

21º (flex)

19º (flex)

18º (flex)

2º (add)

2º (add)

3º (add)

Knee Abd/Add

1º (add)

2º (add)

3º (add)

5º (PF)

2º (PF)

1º (ext)

Ankle DF/PF

11º (flex)

9º (flex)

7º (flex)

7º (sup)

9º (sup)

10º (sup)

Ankle Sup/Pron

14º (pron)

13º (pron)

12º (pron)

7º (ext)

8º (ext)

9º (ext)

Hip Flex/Ext

2º (ext)

3º (ext)

4º (ext)

2º (add)

3º (add)

4º (add)

Hip Abd/Add

3º (add)

4º (add)

5º (add)

3º (int)

4º (int)

5º (int)

Hip IR/ER

3º (int)

3º (int)

4º (int)

7º (abd)

5º (abd)

4º (abd)

Pelvic Tilt

11º (abd)

10º (abd)

10º (abd)
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4/4 SWING PHASE

INITIAL
CONTACT

MID STANCE

TERMINAL
STANCE

INITIAL SWING

MID SWING

TERMINAL
SWING

We look at Swing Phase to see how the leg is being positioned to make contact with the ground. Alignment
during swing phase can set up what happens when the foot is on the ground. Several factors during Swing Phase
play a large roll in performance, efficiency, and injury.
Below you will find frontal plane and sagittal plane views of your running at Mid Swing.

SAGITTAL PLANE

FRONTAL PLANE

VIDEO

Left Hip flexion: 26.98º (flex)

Right Hip flexion: 33.04º (flex)

Hip flexion at mid swing has been linked to the rate at which the foot accelerates towards the
ground at IC. If you are limited in hip flexion, it may change how you absorb forces on the ground.
Normal range HF = 10-20º.
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Summary measures for Mid Swing
LEFT

RIGHT

ABSOLUTE
MAX

AVERAGE
VALUE

ABSOLUTE
MIN

ABSOLUTE
MAX

AVERAGE
VALUE

ABSOLUTE
MIN

92º (flex)

90º (flex)

89º (flex)

Knee Flex/Ext

91º (flex)

88º (flex)

86º (flex)

8º (add)

9º (add)

10º (add)

Knee Abd/Add

11º (add)

11º (add)

12º (add)

14º (PF)

11º (PF)

9º (PF)

Ankle DF/PF

9º (PF)

7º (PF)

3º (PF)

1º (sup)

2º (sup)

4º (sup)

Ankle Sup/Pron

9º (pron)

7º (pron)

6º (pron)

29º (flex)

27º (flex)

25º (flex)

Hip Flex/Ext

35º (flex)

33º (flex)

31º (flex)

1º (add)

2º (add)

2º (add)

Hip Abd/Add

1º (abd)

0º (add)

1º (add)

0º (int)

1º (int)

1º (int)

Hip IR/ER

1º (ext)

1º (ext)

1º (ext)

2º (abd)

1º (abd)

0º (add)

Pelvic Tilt

5º (abd)

5º (abd)

4º (abd)
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v IMPRESSION
Dear Doug,

Your goal to become Xterra Regional Champion may be related to the changes noted in the report
above. Your limited hip extension and crossover on the right may contribute to your right foot pain
and past medical history.
Please keep in mind that we are being critical of your form to identify potential factors leading to your
symptoms, but you are by no means a “bad” runner! Your running characteristics and objective measures place
you in a weaver category.
Focusing on improving your running characteristics with drills to increase your hip extension mobility, also seen
as limited in your movement screen, will significantly help you to achieve your goals.
Additionally, you may benefit from improving your hip rotation. I would suggest a follow up gait
assessment to track your progress in 8-12 weeks.
It was a pleasure to work with you and we will be glad to assist in any way that we can to get you back
to the level of running you would like to achieve!
Thank you,
Douglas Adams PT, DPT, SCS, OCS, CSCS
ACE Running LLC
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